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Abstract— In an increasingly connected world, consumer
video experiences have diversified away from traditional broad-
cast video into new applications with increased use of non-
camera-captured content such as computer screen desktop
recordings or animations created by computer rendering,
collectively referred to as screen content. There has also been
increased use of graphics and character content that is rendered
and mixed or overlaid together with camera-generated content.
The emerging Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard, in its
first version, addresses this market change by the specification
of low-level coding tools suitable for screen content. This is in
contrast to its predecessor, the High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) standard, where highly efficient screen content support
is only available in extension profiles of its version 4. This paper
describes the screen content support and the five main low-level
screen content coding tools in VVC: transform skip residual
coding (TSRC), block-based differential pulse-code modulation
(BDPCM), intra block copy (IBC), adaptive color transform
(ACT), and the palette mode. The specification of these coding
tools in the first version of VVC enables the VVC reference soft-
ware implementation (VTM) to achieve average bit-rate savings
of about 41% to 61% relative to the HEVC test model (HM)
reference software implementation using the Main 10 profile for
4:2:0 screen content test sequences. Compared to the HM using
the Screen-Extended Main 10 profile and the same 4:2:0 test
sequences, the VTM provides about 19% to 25% bit-rate savings.
The same comparison with 4:4:4 test sequences revealed bit-rate
savings of about 13% to 27% for Y

′
CB CR and of about 6% to
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14% for R
′
G

′
B

′ screen content. Relative to the HM without the
HEVC version 4 screen content coding extensions, the bit-rate
savings for 4:4:4 test sequences are about 33% to 64% for
Y

′
CB CR and 43% to 66% for R

′
G

′
B

′ screen content.

Index Terms— VVC, H.266, video coding, screen content cod-
ing, TSRC, BDPCM, IBC, palette coding, ACT, HEVC, VTM.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard (Rec. ITU-T
H.266 and ISO/IEC 23090-3) [1]–[3] includes low-level

coding tools specifically developed for screen content sig-
nals, highlighting the importance of screen content videos
that have become increasingly prominent since the speci-
fication of the first version of the High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) in 2013 [4], [5]. Screen content is an umbrella
term for non-camera captured signals, and typically refers to
computer-generated text, graphics and animations. Due to its
different signal characteristics, such as sharp edges, repeated
patterns, or the non-existence of a noise level, not all coding
technologies suitable for camera-captured content are efficient
for screen content. A further aspect showing a divergence
relative to camera-captured signals is subjective quality per-
ception, where coding tools optimized for camera-captured
content can tend to cause blurriness, ringing, and “mosquito”
artifacts with computer-generated content in a way that is
commonly more distracting to viewers.

The popularity of screen content is partially due to the
progress during the last decade that has shown a significant
shift in how users experience media, especially video. For
example, the communication channels have shifted from tra-
ditional broadcast towards network-based services, new kinds
of viewing devices such as smartphones have appeared, and
completely new applications have emerged, such as online
education or live streaming of computer games. Moreover,
there has been increased use of graphics and character
content that is rendered and mixed or overlaid together
with camera-generated content. VVC includes the following
low-level screen content coding tools already in its first version
to address the developments above:

• Transform skip residual coding (TSRC) [6]
• Block-based differential pulse-code modulation

(BDPCM) [7]
• Intra block copy (IBC) [8]
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• Adaptive color transform (ACT) [9]
• Palette mode [10]

Both TSRC and BDPCM are coding tools that did not exist
in an equivalent form in HEVC, and they are integrated with
the existing transform skip mode (TSM) that was specified in
version 1 of HEVC [11]. IBC, ACT, and the palette mode
are coding tools inherited from the HEVC screen content
coding (SCC) extensions [12], [13] with design refinements
to balance between coding performance and implementation
feasibility. This paper gives an overview of the screen con-
tent coding support in VVC and a description of the above
mentioned low-level coding tools, including:

• The history of development of specific coding tools for
screen content, starting in HEVC and up to the final
design in the first VVC version,

• The basic screen content support in VVC and the profiles
that specify its associated low-level coding tools,

• The two coding tools in VVC that extend the operational
range of the TSM for screen content: TSRC and BDPCM,

• The modifications to the HEVC low-level coding tools
IBC, ACT, and the palette mode to suit the VVC archi-
tecture, and

• The compression efficiency of VVC for screen content
applications relative to the first HEVC version and its
SCC extensions.

For further information about the VVC standard and the
history of its development, the reader is referred to [2], [3].
For an explanation of the principles of its high-level syntax,
such as its use of parameter sets and slices, see [14].

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II briefly
describes the development process of screen content started in
HEVC to the current design in VVC. The following Section III
describes the two coding tools that are incorporated in the
TSM coding path. Section IV describes modifications to the
three coding tools inherited from the HEVC version 4 SCC
extensions. Experimental results showing the performance of
the screen content coding tools are presented in Section V,
and conclusions are provided in Section VI.

II. SCREEN CONTENT SUPPORT IN HEVC AND VVC

The last decade showed a technology and market demand
for higher compression efficiency of screen content due to
the increased prevalence of such content in many mainstream
applications. When this strong demand for improved screen
content coding appeared, which was after the finalization
of the first HEVC version, ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 11
(MPEG) and ITU-T SG16/Q6 (VCEG) mandated the Joint
Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) responsible
for the HEVC standardization activity to develop HEVC
extension profiles with a focus on higher compression effi-
ciency for screen content. The HEVC version 4 extensions
comprise the SCC extensions [15] that extended the HEVC
capability for screen content applications by incorporating four
main low-level coding tools: IBC, ACT, palette mode, and
adaptive motion vector resolution (AMVR) [16]. However,
services have to use software solutions that are typically
less cost-effective than hardware implementations for screen

content applications. The reason behind that is the cost of
developing hardware for the newer HEVC versions, also
hindering the adoption of the HEVC SCC extensions for
end-consumer applications. As VVC includes low-level coding
tools designed for screen content signals in its first version, one
may expect a more widespread usage of VVC in screen content
applications due to hardware availability and deployment.

A key issue for screen content is the chroma resolution. For
consumer video applications that emphasize camera-captured
content, the typical format is what is known as 4:2:0, where
the video consists of a luma plane that represents sampled
brightness and two chroma planes that each have half the
width and half the height of the luma plane. With screen
content, the presence of sharp edges can benefit from use
of the 4:4:4 format, for which the three planes all have the
same resolution. A less common format historically used in
studio environments is 4:2:2, in which the chroma planes
have the same height and half the width of the luma plane.
Additionally, “monochrome” video with only one plane of
samples can also be an important format, e.g., for carrying
alpha transparency maps for video overlays or depth maps
for 3D video applications. In video coding specifications,
chroma format support is often a part of the specification of
feature profiles, such that lower capability profiles support only
4:2:0 (and perhaps monochrome) video and higher capability
profiles additionally support 4:4:4 and 4:2:2.

In terms of complexity and application importance,
a best-effort support for screen content appeared with the first
HEVC version in the form of the TSM. From an encoder point-
of-view, the TSM encoding process completely bypasses the
transform stage, which is useful since screen content residual
signals typically show no or negligible energy compaction
after applying a transform. Due to the usage of screen content
signals in niche markets at that time, the specification permits
TSM for 4 × 4 transform blocks only. HEVC version 2 intro-
duced the Range Extensions (RExt) [17] specifying higher bit
depths and non-4:2:0 chroma formats. The extension of TSM
to transform blocks with size of up to 32 × 32 further extended
the support for screen content in HEVC RExt. Although not
specifically designed for screen content, residual differential
pulse code modulation (RDPCM) [18], cross-component pre-
diction (CCP) [19], and other changes such as the initialization
of the Rice parameter for the binarization in the entropy coder,
the rotation of the TSM levels by 180◦, and using a single con-
text model for coding the significance map further improve the
compression efficiency for screen content. Dedicated screen
content support finally came with the Screen-Extended profiles
in HEVC version 4 and included a set of low-level screen
content coding tools in 2016. In contrast to the motivation for
adoption of IBC, ACT, and the palette mode, the Joint Video
Experts Team (JVET) responsible for the VVC development
initially adopted AMVR into the VVC standard due to its per-
formance for camera-captured content rather than specifically
for screen content. For this reason, this paper does not cover
the AMVR coding tool in VVC, although VVC does include
some refinement of AMVR relative to HEVC (in particular,
the motion vector resolution in VVC is selectable locally for
each coding unit rather than being a whole-slice property). For
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further information on AMVR and other aspects of motion
vector coding in VVC, the reader is referred to [20].

HEVC version 4 also extended the existing profiles by
additional Screen-Extended profiles that include the introduced
low-level screen content coding tools. Specifically, all cod-
ing tools except ACT are available for the 4:2:0 and the
4:4:4 chroma formats, whereas ACT is only available for the
4:4:4 chroma format as R0G0B 0 content are usually without
chroma subsampling. The VVC development started without
dedicated screen content coding tools except for TSM, which
was initially limited to 4 × 4 transform blocks as in HEVC
version 1. The JVET adopted all the low-level screen content
coding tools of the HEVC SCC extensions after several refine-
ments and optimization cycles into the VVC draft for efficient
screen content support. Besides the known coding tools from
HEVC, the JVET adopted with TSRC and BDPCM coding
tools that did not exist in HEVC to further improve screen
content representation. VVC version 1 specifies three profiles
that support only the 4:2:0 and monochrome chroma formats
(the Main 10, Multilayer Main 10 and Main 10 Still Picture
profiles) and three corresponding profiles that additionally
support the 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 chroma formats (the Main 10
4:4:4, Multilayer Main 10 4:4:4 and Main 10 4:4:4 Still Picture
profiles). In each of these groups of three profiles, there is a
profile for ordinary single-layer video coding, a profile sup-
porting multi-layer features such as scalable video coding, and
a profile for still-picture coding. In contrast to the way coding
tools are allocated to profiles in the HEVC SCC extensions,
the palette mode is available only in the 4:4:4 profiles of VVC,
whereas the TSM coding tools (extension of TSM, TSRC, and
BDPCM) and IBC are also available in the 4:2:0 profiles. Note
that due to the “onion-shell” design of the profile features,
the palette mode can still be applied for the 4:2:0 chroma
format in VVC, but only in the 4:4:4 profiles (i.e., using a
4:4:4 profile for coding a 4:2:0 video sequence).

III. TRANSFORM SKIP CODING TOOLS

HEVC version 1 supports screen content in a best-effort
manner with the specification of the TSM, but limits its use
to 4 × 4 transform blocks. The HEVC RExt profiles remove
the restriction to 4 × 4 transform blocks, allowing the usage
of TSM for all transform block sizes, i.e., up to 32 × 32,
which is also the maximum allowed transform block size of the
HEVC specification. In RExt, a conforming encoder signals
the maximum allowed TSM transform block size (sizemax

T S M )
in the picture parameter set (PPS) as

TSMmax = log2(sizemax
T S M) − 2. (1)

In the HEVC RExt and the HEVC SCC Common Test
Conditions (CTC) [21], [22], the default maximum block size
for TSM is 4 × 4 (TSMmax = 0) as there was no efficient
implementation for a fast encoding operation mode for variable
block size TSM at that time in the reference software used for
the CTC.

The VVC development started with the maximum allowed
transform block size equal to 4 × 4 for TSM, the same
configuration as in HEVC version 1. The JVET adopted an
extension to transform block sizes of up to 32 × 32 for

Fig. 1. The illustration shows exemplarily the partitioning into smaller 4 × 4
SBs and the corresponding processing order given by the diagonal scanning
pattern for a 16 × 16 block. Note that the processing is SB-wise, i.e., the
diagonal scanning pattern over the whole block is 4 × 4 sub-sampled (on the
left), whereas the scanning pattern for sample positions covered by the SBs
is the same as for a regular 4 × 4 transform block (on the right).

TSM using the same high-level syntax as in the HEVC RExt
specification during the development of VVC after it became
clear that a fast encoder control is feasible [23]. Without loss
of generality, this paper covers rectangular shapes supported
in VVC by the term block, i.e., a shape fulfills the condition
for TSM when its width W and its height H are less than or
equal to the maximum allowed block size, i.e.,

W ≤ sizemax
T S M ∧ H ≤ sizemax

T S M . (2)

To this end, VVC employs a second residual coding stage
optimized for non-transformed quantized indices, referred to
as TSRC. While TSRC extends the end of the TSM pipeline,
BDPCM extends the TSM pipeline’s beginning by an intra
prediction mode that exclusively uses the TSM path.

A. Transform Skip Residual Coding (TSRC)

The main residual coding stage in VVC, informally referred
to as regular residual coding (RRC) [24] in the following
paragraphs, served as the starting point for the TSRC design.
Both TSRC and RRC build upon the concept of 4 × 4
sub-blocks (SBs) introduced in HEVC for variable transform
block sizes [25] and often also referred to as coefficient groups
(CGs) [24]. Fig. 1 illustrates the decomposition of a block
larger than 4 × 4 into 4 × 4 SBs and the associated diagonal
scanning pattern for TSRC. Since the TSRC design is derived
from the RRC design, the following paragraph gives a brief
overview of the RRC design followed by the modifications
resulting in the TSRC design. Note that VVC supports non-
4 × 4 sub-shapes due to the support of non-square rectangular
shapes for transform blocks, which contrasts with HEVC sup-
porting 4 × 4 SBs only. However, with no loss of generality,
the following description uses the term SB to also include
non-4 × 4 sub-shapes within a transform block for the parsing
process.

The RRC design uses a multi-stage indication of signif-
icance, i.e., existence of non-zero levels embedded into the
4 × 4 SB concept [26] in order to provide an efficient signaling
for the transformed and quantized residual signals. Before
processing the transform coefficient levels of a transform
block, the syntax element scb f appears in the bitstream syntax,
indicating the significance for the whole transform block with
a scb f = 0 implying that all levels within the transform
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block are equal to zero. When scb f = 1 indicating the
existence of at least one absolute level that is not equal to
zero, then the processing continues with the last significant
scan position using the variables vX

last and vY
last . As their

names indicate, the variables specify the position of the last
significant transform coefficient within the transform block in
terms of column and row position, respectively, each relative to
the transform block’s top-left corner when scanning along the
diagonal scanning pattern as shown in Fig. 1. This means that
when scanning beyond this last significant scan position along
the diagonal scanning pattern towards the end of the block,
there are no further significant transform coefficient levels in
the block. Note that the value of each of the two variables vX

last

and vY
last is reconstructed from two syntax elements specifying

a prefix and (possibly empty) suffix part of the column or
row position of the last significant position (for more details
see [24]).

The level parsing process in RRC starts at the last significant
scan position and uses the reverse diagonal scanning pattern
to process all frequency positions that lie on the scanning
path towards the DC frequency position. For each 4 × 4 SB
of the transform block, the syntax element scsb indicates the
existence of significant levels within the current SB. There
are two exceptions, the first for the SB covering the last
significant scan position and the second for the SB covering
the DC frequency position, where a conforming decoder infers
scsb = 1. Since the last significant scan position already
specifies a significant level within the SB, the decoder can infer
scsb = 1 for the corresponding SB. Due to the high likelihood
of transmitting a significant level for the SB covering the DC
frequency position, because of the energy compaction property
of the transform, a conforming decoder always infers scsb = 1
for the top-left SB. However, there is no inference rule for
the syntax element ssig (specifying the significance of a scan
position) of the top-left SB as for the other SBs, i.e., when
no significant level occurs within the first 15 scan positions,
the SB’s last scan position has to be significant due to scsb = 1.
In the case of a 4 × 4 transform block, the decoder infers scsb

to be equal to 1 as the one and only SB fulfills both special
conditions described above.

1) Processing Order: A major difference between RRC and
TSRC is the reverse order of processing the scanning pattern,
i.e., the usage of the regular forward scan order instead of
the reverse scan order along the diagonal scanning pattern for
TSRC, as illustrated in Fig. 1. That is because usually intra
prediction becomes less efficient for sample positions further
away from the employed reference samples, located above and
to the left of the current block. This also implies that the local
residual signal variance in the spatial domain becomes larger
with increasing distance to the reference samples, resulting
in larger level values at the right-bottom corner of the block.
By reversing the reverse scan order, i.e., by using the regular
forward diagonal scan order, the probability for significant
levels increases in scan order, similar to the case in RRC,
when operating along the reverse scan order in the frequency
domain. Although the benefit for inter-predicted blocks is not
significant, changing the scanning pattern direction does not
adversely affect the performance in such cases. Note that the

residual rotation by 180◦ as used in HEVC RExt exploits the
same phenomena, but it is effectively not the same as changing
the scanning direction due to the SB-wise processing.

The second major difference is the elimination of signaling
the last significant scan position in TSRC, resulting in the
processing of all scan positions within the block, as illustrated
in Fig. 1 as well. However, the multi-stage significance signal-
ing approach remains valid in the sense that scsb appears for
all SBs of the transform block, where the last (bottom-right)
SB of the transform block constitutes an exception. For that
special SB, a conforming decoder can infer scsb = 1, but only
when scsb = 0 for all previously processed SBs.

2) Level Coding: As in the RRC design [24], the coding and
decoding of quantization indices (levels) for TSRC proceeds
in several coding passes within an SB, i.e., the parsing process,
from a decoder point-of-view, iterates multiple times over each
scan position along the scanning pattern within an SB until
the decoder can reconstruct the full level information. For
TSRC, the levels are coded (and decoded) in three passes,
provided that the limit on context-coded bins is not exceeded
(see subsection III-A.4 below). The first coding pass includes
up to 4 context-coded syntax elements for each level in an
interleaved fashion: ssig , ssign , sgt1, and spar , indicating the
significance, the sign, the greater-than-1 flag as well as the
parity flag, respectively. It is worth to note that the coding of
ssign in RRC uses the bypass mode of the CABAC engine and
appears as a final pass, whereas the coding of ssign in TSRC
is part of the first coding pass that employs adaptive context
models. While the overall probability of ssign remains roughly
equal to 0.5 in TSRC, there is often a bias towards a certain
direction locally for transform skipped residual signals in the
spatial domain. Using adaptive context models exploiting that
statistical anomaly improves the coding efficiency for TSRC.
Note that the first pass also includes the spar syntax element
(specifying the parity of the level) that was introduced for
trellis-coded quantization (TCQ) [27]. Although TCQ is not
active for TSRC, the binarization process for TSRC keeps spar

in order to maintain a similar list of syntax elements for the
first coding pass of both residual coding paths.

The second coding pass in TSRC consists of up to 4 addi-
tional bins that are context-coded indicating for each absolute
level its greater-than-x (gtx) property relative to the threshold
values x ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9} with the associated syntax elements
sgt3, sgt5, sgt7, and sgt9. The third coding pass finally specifies
the remainder of those absolute levels that were not fully
transmitted in the preceding coding passes, and all such related
srem syntax elements are binarized by a concatenation of
truncated Rice (TR) and Exp-Golomb (EG) bin strings with
each bin bypass-coded as in the RRC path.

Conceptually, there exists a direct relationship between the
binarization and the absolute level coding process. Fig. 2 illus-
trates the binarization process in HEVC and VVC, consisting
of the concatenation of 3 different prefix codes with varying
parameterization. As a matter of principle, all bins related
to the truncated unary (TU) bin string are context-coded
using adaptive context models, whereas the bins related to
the TR and EG bin strings are coded using the bypass
mode of the CABAC engine. The most prominent difference
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Fig. 2. The illustration summarizes the binarization process employed
in both HEVC and VVC, which concatenates three different prefix codes.
However, the parameterization for the binarization process differs between
VVC and HEVC. While the second variable bound depends on the selected
Rice parameter, the first variable bound depends on the remaining budget for
context-coded bins.

Fig. 3. The illustration shows the local template for context modeling
in RRC (on the left) using five neighboring frequency positions (marked
with an ×) and the local template for TSRC (on the right) using two
neighboring sample positions in the spatial domain (marked with an ×).
White-shaded box shapes denote frequency or sample positions not processed
so far, whereas gray-shaded box shapes denote already processed frequency
or sample positions. The current scan position to be processed is marked with
a circle.

between the HEVC and VVC binarization process is the parity
spar syntax element for TCQ [27], For RRC, when TCQ is
enabled, the parity flag drives the TCQ state machine, and
its signaling in the first coding pass avoids the requirement
for reconstruction of the full level information for each scan
position before knowing the TCQ state of the next scan
position. Note that the TCQ state is an important element
in context modeling of the ssig bin in RRC [24]. From a
binarization perspective, each pair of two consecutive absolute
levels {(2n, 2n + 1)|n ∈ N

+} with different parity shares
the same binary codeword representation. As a consequence,
the c-axis representing the absolute level values in Fig. 2 has
to be subsampled by a factor of two for all c ≥ 2 resulting in
an application of the binarization process to the set of absolute
levels c ∈ {0, 1} ∪ {2n|n ∈ N

+} instead of c ∈ N0 for HEVC.
Another consequence is that the resulting bin strings need to
be completed by adding the parity bin representing spar at
the appropriate bin index whenever c ≥ 2. In both RRC and
TSRC, the index order of the associated TU bin strings is
such that the parity bin is always placed after the greater-
than-1 bin representing sgt1. Note that for TSRC a further bin
representing the syntax element ssign has to be added right
after the ssig bin for all c ≥ 1, as already discussed above. For
the remainder coding pass, TSRC employs the same second
threshold b1 for TR and EG binarization and a fixed Rice
parameter k = 1.

3) Context Modeling: For context modeling, TSRC employs
a local template T similar to the RRC path but with fewer
neighboring positions for the evaluation. Fig. 3 illustrates
the local template and the already processed neighboring

frequency positions for the RRC path on the left and the
corresponding local template for TSRC on the right. Note that
the local template spans to the right and the bottom in RRC
because of the reverse diagonal scanning pattern, whereas in
TSRC, the local template is inverted, i.e., it spans to the left
and the top of the current scan position in the spatial domain.
Instead of evaluating five neighbors, the context modeling in
TSRC only evaluates the spatial neighbors above and to the
left of the current scan position.

Let χ ∈ X denote the context memory offset within a
context model set X , where each context model set X has
a fixed offset so that all context model sets are disjoint.
Furthermore, let T A(s) and T L(s) be the evaluation outcomes
of the above neighbor and the left neighbor, respectively. Then,
the context model index χsig ∈ X sig for the syntax element
ssig with |Xsig | = 3 is equal to

χsig = T A(ssig) + T L(ssig). (3)

The same rule applies for sgt1 with the exception for the
BDPCM mode that triggers a single dedicated context model
(|Xgt1| = 4):

χgt1 =

�

T A(ssig) + T L(ssig) BDPCM = 0

3 BDPCM = 1.
(4)

The context modeling for the ssign syntax element compares
the neighboring sample values covered by the local template
and selects the first context model (χsign = 0) of the sign
context model set Xsign with |Xsign | = 6 when both neighbors
are insignificant (T A(ssig) = 0∧T L(ssig) = 0) or the two sign
values differ (T A(ssign) 6= T L(ssign)). Note that the second
condition only holds if both neighboring positions consist of
significant levels. When one out of the two neighboring posi-
tions consists of a positive level (T A(ssign) = 1∨T L(ssign) =

1), the context modeling selects the set’s second context model
(χsign = 1). All other cases lead to the usage of the third
context model (χsign = 2). Note that for the BDPCM mode,
the same context modeling for the ssign syntax element applies,
but with a fixed offset equal to 3, which means that for
BDPCM a separate set of context models is used. The spar

syntax element which belongs to the first coding pass and all
syntax elements of the second coding pass, i.e., sgt3, sgt5, sgt7,
and sgt9, use a single dedicated context model.

4) Limit on Context-Coded Bins: For enabling cost-effective
and feasible hardware implementations a worst-case limit
of context-coded bins (ccb) per coefficient in a transform
block was incorporated into the design for both RRC and
TSRC. When N denotes the number of transform coefficients
or samples in a (transform) block, the maximum budget of
context-coded bins is set to Bccb = 1.75× N at the beginning
of the level coding. For each context-coded coding pass and
each scan position, the condition Bccb ≥ 4 has to be checked
before the actual execution of the coding pass. Whenever
Bccb < 4 occurs for a scan position, the processing of
remaining level information falls back to a pure bypass coding
mode by using the binarization consisting of TR and EG bin
strings only, i.e., the first variable threshold b0 shown in Fig. 2
is set equal to the value of −1.
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5) Level Prediction: The processing applies a level predic-
tion technique at the end of the remainder coding pass when
the current scan position has level information coded in the
first coding pass. From the decoder point-of-view, the absolute
levels of the above and the left neighbor (T A(c) and T L(c))

serve as the predictor p = max{T A(c), T L(c)}, and one out
of the three following cases applies. If the current absolute
level c is equal to one and the predictor is greater than 0
(c = 1 ∧ p > 0), the final absolute level is equal to the
predictor value (c = p). The final absolute level is decreased
by one when it is less or equal to the predictor value or it is
unchanged otherwise, summarized as follows:

c =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

p c = 1 ∧ p > 0

c − 1 c ≤ p

c otherwise.

(5)

Note that the level prediction technique is equivalent to
a modification of the binarization process, i.e., the level
prediction swaps the bin string for c = 1 and c = p. Moreover,
the level prediction is not applied when BDPCM is active for
the current block.

B. Block-Based DPCM

HEVC RExt specifies the residual DPCM (RDPCM) [17]
coding technique that served as the trigger for developing the
BDPCM coding tool in VVC. Specifically, RDPCM performs
a sample-wise DPCM on the residual signal either in the
horizontal or vertical direction, such that each residual row
(or column for vertical direction) can be reconstructed at the
decoder by just summing up the scaled DPCM residual levels
(in case of lossy operation mode) over the given row (or
column). Two RDPCM types exist in HEVC RExt, referred to
as implicit and explicit RDPCM, and a conforming encoder
can activate them separately via a high-level syntax flag in the
sequence parameter set (SPS). As its name implies, explicit
RDPCM requires additional signaling of the direction, and the
application is confined to inter-predicted blocks only. On the
other hand, implicit RDPCM does not require signaling of
the direction, and its application is restricted to intra-predicted
blocks with the corresponding prediction direction coupled to
the intra prediction mode. Note that in contrast to the ordinary
intra prediction, implicit RDPCM does not use any information
outside the given block. For both RDPCM types, the encoder
has to signal its usage for a transform block, i.e., component-
wise, and only the 4:4:4 RExt profiles allow the usage of
RDPCM. A primary motivation for introducing RDPCM in
HEVC RExt is its use in lossless operation mode, while it
turned out that RDPCM performs well for R0G0 B 0 screen
content.

1) Architecture: In contrast to RDPCM in HEVC RExt,
the block-based DPCM in VVC is considered an intra predic-
tion mode, i.e., the signaling for its usage is within the predic-
tion mode reconstruction process. The signaling requires for
both luma and chroma two syntax elements each: the first syn-
tax element flag sB D PC M indicates its usage, and the second
syntax element flag sB D PC M−DI R indicates the horizontal or
vertical direction whenever sB D PC M = 1, where each syntax

element employs a single dedicated context model for entropy
coding. Applying the design in that way limits the DPCM
process to the input samples in VVC from the encoder point-
of-view, whereas the application of RDPCM is for all residual
samples generated by the available prediction modes of HEVC
RExt. From the decoder point-of-view, the syntax element st sm

can be inferred to be equal to 1 whenever the intra prediction
mode is BDPCM (sB D PC M = 1) as BDPCM is integrated into
the TSM processing path and is only possible in conjunction
with TSM. As in the implicit RDPCM design, the direction can
be horizontal or vertical, depending on the BDPCM direction
flag syntax element sB D PC M−DI R = 0 or sB D PC M−DI R = 1,
respectively. The signaling for chroma blocks appears once in
the bitstream and denotes the BDPCM usage for both chroma
components, different from the RDPCM design in HEVC
RExt. BDPCM is limited to the same block sizes as TSM,
i.e., the coding block and the transform block sizes need to be
the same, and there is no boundary filtering applied between
adjacent BDPCM-predicted blocks within the deblocking filter
(DBF) [28] processing. Finally, when BDPCM is active for
the corresponding transform block, a single dedicated context
model is used for coding the scb f syntax element.

2) Prediction and Reconstruction: From an encoder per-
spective, the sample-wise prediction and reconstruction
process of BDPCM is performed as follows. Let s(x, y) and
ŝ(x, y) denote the original and reconstructed sample at the
spatial location (x, y), respectively. Furthermore, let r̃(x, y)

and r̂(x, y) denote the quantized and reconstructed, i.e., scaled
DPCM residual samples at the coordinate (x, y), respectively.
Then, r̃(x, y) and ŝ(x, y) are given as follows, where Q(·)

denotes the quantization operator:

r̃(x, y) =

�

Q(s(x, y)) x = 0

Q(s(x, y) − ŝ(x − 1, y)), otherwise
(6)

ŝ(x, y) =

�

r̂(x, y) x = 0

r̂(x, y) + ŝ(x − 1, y), otherwise
(7)

Note that for the encoder operation of BDPCM,
the sample-wise prediction and quantization of the residual in
eq. 6 is intertwined with the associated sample reconstruction
process in eq. 7. From the decoder perspective, only the sample
reconstruction process in eq. 7 is relevant. Due to the recursive
nature of the DPCM loop, as specified in eq. 7, BDPCM
introduces a serialization into the decoding process of one
single row (column), which, however, can be mitigated by
the fact that multiple rows or columns of a given block can
be reconstructed in parallel. Note that the process described
above specifies the horizontal direction mode of BDPCM; for
the vertical direction of BDPCM, the process is the transposed
version of that described above and therefore, operates on
columns rather than rows. Although BDPCM acts as an intra
prediction mode, no neighboring reference samples outside the
given block are involved in the prediction process, and the
original input sample values are unfiltered.

IV. EXTENSION OF HEVC SCC CODING TOOLS

The JVET aims to achieve, at least, the same compression
efficiency for screen content with the VVC profiles as the
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HEVC Screen-Extended profiles by adopting the low-level
coding tools of the HEVC SCC extensions. Although the
naming and the coding tools’ concepts are the same, stricter
constraints to the architecture due to the inclusion in the Main
profiles require refinement, avoiding excessive implementation
cost. A special situation occurs for all three coding tools in
VVC when the chroma separate tree (CST) is active, allowing
different partitioning to the luma and the chroma coding
blocks.

A. Intra Block Copy (IBC)

Although the IBC concept existed before the HEVC stan-
dard, its introduction became reasonable with the appearance
of screen content, where IBC provides significant compression
efficiency improvements. As IBC should be an integral part
of the Main profiles, a throughout optimization was necessary
to reduce the implementation cost. The JVET achieved the
target by restricting the reference area for memory require-
ments, so-called reference sample memory (RSM), enabling
the possibility to realize IBC via an on-chip memory.

1) Current Picture Referencing in HEVC: The IBC cod-
ing tool appears in the HEVC SCC extensions as current
picture referencing (CPR) and follows the coding path for
inter prediction, although the IBC concept only requires the
current frame. The main motivation behind the concept was
the referencing structure, where the representation of the
addressing mechanism to the reference samples can be as
two-dimensional spatial vectors. Another benefit of such an
architecture is that the integration of IBC requires the least
changes to the specification and could ease the implementation
burden, assuming manufacturers have already implemented the
HEVC version 1. For the reason as mentioned above, CPR
in the HEVC SCC extensions is a special inter prediction
mode [29], resulting in the same syntax structure and almost
the same decoding processes.

INTEGRATION INTO THE INTER PREDICTION PROCESS:
As IBC (or CPR) is an inter prediction mode, an intra-only
predicted slice has to become a predicted slice for allowing
the usage of IBC [30]. When IBC is applicable, the coder
must extend the reference picture lists by one entry for the
pointer to the current picture, i.e., the current picture takes
up to one picture-sized buffer of the shared decoded picture
buffer (DPB). The IBC mode signaling is implicit, i.e., when
the selected reference picture points to the current picture,
the coding unit employs IBC [31]. Note that the reference
samples within the IBC process are not filtered, which is
in contrast to regular inter prediction, and the corresponding
reference picture is a long-term reference. To minimize the
memory requirement, the coder can immediately release the
buffer after reconstructing the current picture [32]. Note that
the coder may put a filtered version of the reconstructed picture
back into the DPB as a short-term reference when it is a
reference picture.

BLOCK VECTOR CODING: The referencing to a recon-
structed area is via two-dimensional so-called block vec-
tors (BV) as for inter prediction, and its prediction and coding
reuse the motion vector (MV) prediction and coding of the
inter prediction process. However, the luma BVs are in integer

Fig. 4. The illustration summarizes the IBC concept in HEVC and VVC,
where each square shape denotes a coding tree unit (CTU). The gray-shaded
area denotes the already coded region, whereas the white-shaded area denotes
the upcoming coding region. IBC in HEVC allows the gray-shaded region
usage except for the two CTUs on the right above the current CTU for
allowing Wavefront Parallel Processing (WPP). On the other hand, IBC in
VVC only allows the CTU to the left of the current CTU as the reference
area, denoted by the dotted frame.

resolution rather than 1/4-th precision for the regular inter
prediction mode. Consequently, the decoded motion vector
differences (MVD) of BVs have to be left-shifted by two
before adding to its predictor for the final BV reconstruction.

DIFFERENCES TO INTER PREDICTION: Special handling
was necessary for implementation and performance reasons,
resulting in differences to the regular inter prediction mode,
and they are as follows.

• The IBC reference samples are unfiltered, i.e., the recon-
structed samples before the in-loop filtering processes,
including DBF and Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) [33],
whereas the other inter prediction modes of HEVC
employ filtered samples.

• There is no luma sample interpolation for IBC, and
chroma sample interpolation is only necessary when the
chroma BV is a non-integer when derived from the
luma BV.

• A special case occurs when the chroma BV is in non-
integer, and the reference block is near the boundary of
an available region. Specifically, the surrounding recon-
structed samples would be outside of the boundary to
perform chroma interpolation. BVs pointing to a single
next-to-border line [34] are not possible to avoid such
cases.

2) IBC Architecture in VVC: The effective reference area
for IBC in the HEVC SCC extensions is almost the whole
already reconstructed area of the current picture, with some
exceptions for parallel processing purposes. Fig. 4 illustrates
the reference area for IBC in HEVC and the configuration in
VVC, where only the coding tree unit (CTU) to the left of the
current CTU served as the reference sample area at the begin-
ning of the current CTU’s reconstruction process. A drawback
of the concept in HEVC is the requirement for additional
memory in the DPB, for which hardware implementations
usually employ external memory. Note that additional access
to external memory comes with increased memory bandwidth,
making the concept of using the DPB less attractive. VVC uses
a fixed memory that can realize on-chip for IBC, significantly
decreasing the complexity of implementing IBC in hardware
architectures. Another significant modification address the
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Fig. 5. The above figure illustrates the reference sample memory (RSM)
update process at four intermediate times during the reconstruction process,
where the light-gray shaded area denotes the reference samples of the
left-neighboring CTU, the dark-gray shaded area denotes the reference sam-
ples of the current CTU, and the white-shaded area the upcoming coding
region.

signaling concept departed from the integration within the inter
prediction process as in the HEVC SCC extensions.

3) Syntax and Semantics: The IBC architecture in VVC
forms a dedicated coding mode, where the IBC mode is
the third prediction mode besides the intra and inter predic-
tion modes. The bitstream carries the sI BC syntax element
indicating the IBC mode for a coding unit when the block
size is 64 × 64 or less. Consequently, the largest CU size
that can utilize IBC is 64 × 64 to realize the continuous
memory update mechanism of the reference sample memory
(RSM). However, the reference sample addressing mechanism
remains the same as in the HEVC SCC extensions by denoting
a two-dimensional offset and reusing the inter prediction’s
vector coding processes. Another special case occurs when
the CST is active, where the coder cannot derive chroma BVs
from the luma BVs, resulting in the usage of IBC for the luma
coding block only.

4) Reference Area and Sample Memory: The IBC design
in VVC employs a fixed memory size of 128 × 128 for each
color component for storing the reference samples [35], [36],
enabling the possibility for an on-chip placement in hardware
implementations. Note that the maximum CTU size in VVC
is also 128 × 128, i.e., the reference sample memory (RSM)
can hold samples of a single CTU when the maximum CTU
size configuration is equal to 128 × 128. A special feature
of the RSM is the continuous update mechanism replacing
the reconstructed samples of the left-neighboring CTU with
the reconstructed samples of the current CTU [37], [38].
Fig. 5 illustrates a simplified RSM example for the update
mechanism at four intermediate times during the reconstruc-
tion process. The light-gray shaded area in Fig. 5 denotes
the reference samples of the left-neighboring CTU, and the
dark-gray shaded area the reference samples of the current
CTU. At the first intermediate time, representing the beginning
of the current CTU reconstruction, the RSM consists of
reference samples of the left-neighboring CTU only. In the
other three intermediate times, the reconstruction process has
replaced samples of the left-neighboring CTU with the current
CTU’s variants. There is an implicit division of the RSM
into four disjoint 64 × 64 areas where a reset of an area
occurs when the coder processes the first coding unit that
would lie in the corresponding area when mapping the RSM to
the CTU, easing the hardware implementation efforts. Fig. 6
illustrates the continuous update concept of the RSM spatially,
i.e., the left-neighboring CTU and the current CTU with

Fig. 6. The above figure illustrates the left-neighboring CTU and the current
CTU denoting the effective reference area because of the RSM design and its
continuous update mechanism. The gray shaded area covers the samples stored
in the RSM, and the white shaded area covers replaced or unreconstructed
samples.

the current coding unit. At the reconstruction time in the
example, the processing has replaced the samples covered by
the white-shaded area in the left-neighboring CTU with the
gray-shaded area of the current CTU. Note that the RSM may
contain more than a single left-neighboring CTU when the
maximum CTU size is less than 128 × 128, resulting in the
usage of multiple left-neighboring CTUs [39]. For example,
when the maximum CTU size is equal to 32 × 32, the RSM
may hold the samples of 15 left-neighboring CTUs.

5) Block Vector Coding: The BV coding employs the
processes specified for inter prediction, but it uses more
simplistic rules for candidate list construction. Specifically,
the candidate list construction for inter prediction may consist
of five spatial, one temporal, and six history-based can-
didates. Multiple candidate comparisons are necessary for
history-based candidates, avoiding duplicate entries in the final
candidate list. Additionally, the list construction may include
pair-wise averaged candidates. In contrast to that, the IBC
list construction process considers two spatial neighbors’ BV
and five history-based BVs (HBVP) [40] only, where only the
first HBVP will compare with spatial candidates when added
to the candidate list. While the regular inter prediction uses
two different candidate lists, one for the merge mode and the
other for the regular mode, the candidate list in IBC is for
both cases [41]. However, the merge mode may use up to
six candidates of the list, whereas the regular mode uses only
the first two candidates. The block vector difference (BVD)
coding employs the motion vector difference (MVD) process,
resulting in a final BV of any magnitude. It also means that the
reconstructed BV may point to an area outside of the reference
sample area, requiring a correction by removing the absolute
offset for each direction using the modulo operation with the
RSM’s width and height [42], [43].

B. Adaptive Color Transform (ACT)

Typical end-consumer applications for video compression
employ the Y 0CBCR color space representation because of
compression efficiency and the color sensitivity of the human
visual system, although the final color space for display is
often R0G0B 0. On the other hand, at the very high bit-rate end,
the direct coding of content in the R0G0B 0 domain provides
higher fidelity than an external conversion from R0G0B 0 to
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Fig. 7. The block diagram above denotes the ACT coding path when the input signal is in the R0G 0B 0 representation. ACT’s application is before the
transform coding stage, i.e., on the spatial residuals, and forward signaling of the application for each transform unit is necessary. Note that the coding of
R0G 0B 0 content commonly employs the green component as luma because the green component usually contains most of the structural information.

Y 0CBCR prior to encoding and then back after the decoding
due to rounding errors during the color transforms. When
generating two rate-distortion curves, one for the compression
using R0G0B 0 and another using an external color space
conversion to Y 0CBCR and back, there is a crossing point
where the direct coding in R0G0B 0 is more efficient, although
at a high bit-rate operation point not typical for end-consumer
applications [44]. In theory, an adaptive color space conver-
sion embedded in the codec design enables the possibility
to achieve a rate-distortion curve with at least the same
compression efficiency as one out of the two rate-distortion
curves mentioned above, depending on which one performs
better at a given bit-rate. The HEVC RExt project intro-
duced CCP [45] for the reason as mentioned above, as the
development targeted professional applications. It turned out
during the development of the SCC extensions for HEVC that
ACT provides compression efficiency for 4:4:4 R0G0B 0 screen
content, even in the presence of CCP.

1) ACT Architecture in HEVC: ACT in the HEVC
SCC extensions uses a transformation corresponding to the
Y 0CoCg color space [46]–[48] as the alternative representation
forward-adaptively for each transform unit that is coded in
ACT mode, i.e., the application requires the luma transform
block and the associated chroma transform blocks. Note that
color space interpretation information in HEVC can appear
as video usability information (VUI) metadata, but the VUI
signaling does not affect the low-level decoding process. Thus,
the ACT design implicitly assumes that the input color space
is R0G0B 0, although a configuration with Y 0CBCR and ACT
active is possible (and it may provide coding gain for some
video content).

HIGH-LEVEL SYNTAX: An HEVC Screen-Extended
encoder can activate ACT in the PPS whenever the chroma
format is 4:4:4. Since the ACT color transform is not
orthonormal, quantization parameter (QP) offsets are
applied to the transform blocks that are coded using ACT,
to compensate for the norms of the synthesis basis functions
of the color transform that are used in the ACT lossy coding
case. The values of these offsets can be adjusted at the PPS
and slice header levels of the syntax relative to default offset
values of (−5,−5,−3) for the three color components. Note
that the above notation means that the QP offset is equal to
−5 for the luma and the first chroma component, whereas it
is −3 for the second chroma component, when not signaling
offsets in the PPS and the slice header.

LOW-LEVEL SYNTAX: When ACT is activated, each trans-
form unit includes an sACT syntax element specifying whether

ACT is active for that transform unit, but it only appears in the
bitstream when at least one transform block of the transform
unit has significant residuals, i.e., at least one out of three scb f

has to be equal to 1. Additionally, for intra-predicted coding
units, the prediction unit has to be 2N × 2N and the chroma
prediction mode has to be the same as the luma prediction
mode for the sACT syntax element to appear in the bitstream.
Whenever the sACT does not appear in the bitstream because
of the conditions above, the decoder infers the value of sACT to
be equal to 0, i.e., the ACT is not in use for the corresponding
transform unit. Another special case occurs for the lossless
operation mode, where the ACT is not possible if the luma
and the chroma bit depths are different. Finally, the entropy
coding of sACT employs a single dedicated context model.

COLOR TRANSFORMS: When ACT is applied to a transform
unit, the encoder performs a conversion from the input to the
alternative color space before the transform coding stage on
the residuals, whereas the decoder performs the inverse color
transform after the inverse spatial transform coding to recon-
struct the residuals. Fig. 7 illustrates the corresponding block
diagram for the ACT coding path and shows the location where
ACT applies. The implementation in HEVC uses two different
color transform variants: the Y 0CoCg representation for lossy
coding [46], [48] and the Y 0CoCg-R representation [47], [48]
for lossless coding. The following two equations summarize
the Y 0CoCg concept for the lossy variant, where the eq. 8
denotes the forward and the eq. 9 the inverse transform.

⎡

⎣

Y 0
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Cg

⎤

⎦ =
1
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×

⎡
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⎡

⎣

Y 0
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⎤
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For the lossless operation point, eq. 10 denotes the forward
and eq. 11 the inverse transforms of the employed Y 0CoCg-R

representation.

Co = R0 − B 0

t = B 0 + (Co � 1)

Cg = G0−t

Y 0 = t + (Cg � 1) (10)

t = Y 0 − (Cg � 1)

G0 = Cg + t

B 0 = t − (Co � 1)

R0 = Co + B 0 (11)
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where � indicates a right shift operation. Note that aside from
possible differences in rounding, the Y 0 component is the same
for the two variants, while the Co and Cg components are
scaled up by a factor of 2 for Y 0CoCg-R in order to enable
exact reversible transformation with minimal dynamic range
expansion. Note that an external color space conversion before
the encoding from R0G0B 0 to Y 0CoCg is not lossless unless one
increases the sample bit-depth by one for the chroma samples.

2) Design Refinements for VVC: The JVET adopted ACT
into VVC, given its benefit for 4:4:4 R0G0B 0 screen content
and the fact that a vast quantity of screen content materials
are in the 4:4:4 R0G0B 0 representation [49], [50]. However,
modifications were made to integrate ACT into the VVC
architecture and to limit the implementation effort, especially
for hardware implementations.

HIGH-LEVEL SYNTAX: Since the ACT coding tool applies
only to the 4:4:4 chroma format, its activation flag in the
SPS syntax is conditioned on the use of that chroma format.
A further restriction applies that allows ACT only when the
maximum transform size is 32 × 32 (i.e., not 64 × 64),
in order to limit the maximum memory buffering requirements
for decoder implementations. The limitation is reflected in the
low-level syntax signaling. Unlike in HEVC, the QP offset
values for lossy coding are not adjustable at the PPS and slice
header levels, since such flexibility did not seem necessary.

LOW-LEVEL SYNTAX: The syntax element sACT appears
within the coding unit level in VVC instead of the transform
unit level as in the HEVC SCC extensions. A direct conse-
quence compared to the transform unit level is that a condition-
ing on scb f does not exist anymore, leading to a possible state
where the input signals to the inverse color transform can be
insignificant. The sACT appears in the syntax in two locations,
one for the case when the coding unit employs intra prediction
and another for when the coding unit employs inter prediction.
For inter-prediction, the only constraint is the activation of the
ACT coding tool, as specified in the SPS. However, in the case
of intra prediction, sACT only appears in the bitstream when
the CST is not active and before the chroma intra prediction
mode specification. This allows the inference of the chroma
intra prediction mode, i.e., when sACT = 1, the chroma
intra prediction mode is the same as the luma prediction
mode, saving the signaling of the chroma intra prediction
mode. Moreover, intra sub-partitioning (ISP) [51] and BDPCM
signaling do not appear in the bitstream when sACT = 1 as
their signaling is after the signaling of sACT . Consequently,
the usage of ISP or BDPCM is not possible along the ACT
coding path. Finally, as in HEVC, the syntax element sACT

uses a single dedicated context model for entropy coding. The
restriction of Y 0CoCg-R to having equal bit depths for luma
and chroma is implicit, as the use of unequal bit depths for
luma and chroma was considered an unnecessary complication
in VVC and was thus disallowed generally.

COLOR TRANSFORM: One of the main refinements of the
ACT in VVC is the usage of the Y 0CoCg-R representation
only, instead of having two variants as in the HEVC SCC
extensions. Using a single color transform reduces implemen-
tation efforts and costs. The reason for using the Y 0CoCg-R

representation is that it supports lossless as well as lossy

coding, and its transformation equations use only simple shift
and add-subtract operations. In VVC there is also no dedicated
syntax element for signaling the lossless operation point as in
HEVC. Instead, lossless operation is triggered by selection
of the TSM coding path with a QP value equal to 4 or
less. As in HEVC, VVC uses QP offsets for lossy coding
in the ACT coding path, and the offsets are equivalent to the
default values used in HEVC. Since there is a factor-of-two
scaling difference for chroma in Y 0CoCg-R relative to ordinary
Y 0CoCg (as noted above) and since a difference of 6 in the
value of QP corresponds to a factor of two in quantization
step size, the value of the QP offsets for the chroma differ by
6 from those in HEVC and are thus equal to (−5, 1, 3).

C. Palette Mode Coding

For distinct colored content, typical for computer-generated
content with large amounts of text and simple graphics,
the palette mode provides improved compression efficiency
over regular block-based prediction and transform coding of
the residuals. The palette mode coding path starts in HEVC
and VVC for a coding unit and employs the hybrid video
coding architecture’s entropy coding engine, preserving the
block-based concept and using it to its advantage when the
distinct colored area is only partial.

1) Palette Mode Architecture in HEVC: The palette mode
in the HEVC SCC extensions [10] supports coding units sized
32 × 32 and smaller and comprises two parts: the coding of
the table denoting the distinct samples, i.e., the palette, and the
coding of the index for each spatial position covered by the
coding unit. Fig. 8 illustrates an example for an 8 × 8 coding
unit and the corresponding palette consisting of four sample
entries and a single escape entry. A palette entry consists of the
index within the palette and the corresponding sample, where
a sample is a triplet for non-monochrome video formats.

PALETTE SIGNALING: Each coding unit employing the
palette mode uses its own palette, and the signaling comprises
a prediction due to the high correlation among the palettes
in neighboring regions. The predictor stores the palette infor-
mation of already used palettes, and the construction of the
palette for the current coding unit uses either a flag indicating
the reuse of a predictor’s entry or adds a new sample to the
palette when the sample is not in the predictor’s list. For the
latter case, the predictor will then be updated with the palette,
followed by the predictor’s unused elements until the predictor
reaches its maximum size. The maximum size for the palette
is 64 and is 128 the predictor in the HEVC SCC extensions,
where smaller values are possible via the signaling within
the SPS.

ESCAPE ENTRY: The escape entry refers to a sample that
is not within the palette, typically for cases where the sample
appears infrequently. Whenever the index to the escape entry
appears, the encoder transmits the sample directly in the
bitstream, followed by adding the new sample to the palette
while still keeping the escape entry as the last entry.

SAMPLE CODING: After finishing the palette construction,
the coding of the spatial locations covered by the coding
unit starts using either the horizontal or vertical scanning
pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 9. For each scanning position,
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Fig. 8. The above figure shows an example for the palette mode coding in
HEVC/VVC for an 8 × 8 coding unit (on the left) and the associated palette
(on the right) consisting of five entries. Each spatial position of the coding
unit holds the palette’s index, with the fifth entry of the palette denoting the
escape value.

the encoder signals the palette index using run-length coding
with a classification in two types: copy index and copy above,
where copy index represents the direct signaling of the index to
the palette entry in the bitstream. On the other hand, the indices
are the same as those of the above row (or left column) for
the horizontal (or vertical) scanning pattern for the copy above

mode. The samples’ coding takes place in multiple scanning
passes, as for the residual coding stages in VVC, where the
first coding pass signals the indices for scanning positions
using the copy index type. The second coding pass consists of
context-coded bins denoting the type and run length informa-
tion. Note that the number of indices is within the bitstream
before the first coding pass allowing a decoder to know how
many indices are within the bitstream for the current coding
unit. Finally, the third scanning pass specifies the samples for
scanning positions with an index equals to the escape entry.
While the first and third scanning passes use bypass mode only
for the corresponding syntax elements, the second coding pass
employs context models for entropy coding.

2) Design Refinements for VVC: The palette mode archi-
tecture in VVC forms a dedicated coding mode next to the
IBC, intra, and inter prediction modes. Like IBC and ACT,
the palette coding mode experienced refinements either to
reduce the implementation cost or to align the coding tool
to the VVC architecture, or both.

CHROMA SEPARATE TREE: The palette coding mode for
CST is independently for each color channel (the luma channel
comprises of the luma component, and the chroma channel
comprises of the two chroma components) [52]. Specifically,
the palette’s entries for luma consist of a single value denoting
the sample, whereas the palette’s entries for chroma consist of
two values denoting the sample, and each channel employs its
own palette predictor.

SAMPLE CODING: The palette sample coding in VVC [53]
employs a sub-shape concept similar to that of the residual
coding stage, where a sub-shape covers 16 consecutive scan-
ning positions. Fig. 9 illustrates the concept in cooperation
with the scanning pattern, where the gray-shaded area and the
white-shaded area each forms a sub-shape within the coding
unit. Each sub-shape forms a self-contained coding stage,
i.e., the reconstruction process can starts when the shape’s

parsing process finishes. That is different from the case in
the HEVC SCC extensions, where the reconstruction can start
only when the parsing process for the coding unit finishes
due to the grouping of context-coded and bypass-coded bins,
as for the transform coefficient level coding in HEVC/VVC.
The modification improves the entropy coding’s throughput,
and syntax elements data can be released after finishing a
sub-shape rather than after the whole coding unit. The palette
sample coding in VVC performs in multiple scanning passes
for each sub-shape, where the first coding stage transmits
the context-coded scopy syntax element, indicating whether
the current scanning position employs the same type and
index as the preceding scanning position. Whenever it is not
the case, i.e., scopy = 0, a further syntax element follows,
indicating the type for the current scanning position. For
run-length coding, the processing of values for the copy index

type is in a dedicated coding pass using the truncated binary
representation, i.e., using the entropy coding engine’s bypass
mode. Likewise, i.e., in the entropy coding engine’s bypass
mode, the processing of the quantized escape samples forms
a further coding pass using 5thth-order Exp-Golomb code.

SMALLEST CHROMA INTRA PREDICTION UNIT (SCIPU):
The SCIPU [54] concept avoids small chroma coding units
in the 4:2:0 and the 4:2:2 chroma formats by using different
partitioning for luma and chroma, similar to the CST concept.
In SCIPU conditions, the palette mode is only active for the
luma component, and the signaling is the same as for the luma
channel in the CST mode with a joint update of the predictor,
i.e., for both luma and chroma. As the palette mode usage
is for luma only, the processing inserts the default value
2bit-depth−1 as new values for chroma before updating the
palette predictor in the SCIPU case [55].

PREDICTOR INITIALIZATION: A reset of the predictor
occurs at the beginning of each slice and tile in VVC, whereas
the encoder can signal a set of pre-defined predictor entries
in the PPS or the SPS for initialization in the HEVC SCC
extensions.

PALETTE AND PREDICTOR SIZE: In contrast to the con-
figurable maximum palette and predictor size in the HEVC
SCC extensions, one cannot adjust the maximum sizes in
VVC. For the palette size, the maximum is equal to 31 when
operating in the single tree mode, whereas the maximum is
equal to 15 in the CST mode. The maximum predictor size
is equal to 63 in the single tree mode, and the value is equal
to 31 in the CST mode. Note that the maximum sizes in CST
mode are almost half the maximum in the single tree case due
to two predictors and independent palettes [56].

MAXIMUM CODING UNIT SIZE: The palette mode supports
coding units sized 64 × 64 or less excluding coding units cov-
ering less than or equal to 16 spatial positions. The latter may
appear when using ISP, and the exclusion of the small coding
units reduces the complexity and latency in the pipeline.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The compression efficiency of VVC for screen con-
tent is superior to that of the HEVC Main 10 and the
Screen-Extended Main 10 profiles, as the following results
prove. This section starts with the experimental setup before
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Fig. 9. The figure above illustrates the two scanning patterns for the palette mode, exemplarily for an 8 × 4 coding unit, and the partitioning of the coding
unit into sub-shapes for entropy coding purposes in the VVC implementation.

discussing and analyzing the evaluation outcome for the
4:2:0 and 4:4:4 test sets separately. Both subsections consist
of additional coding tools evaluation for each of the discussed
screen content low-level coding tools in this paper.

A. Experimental Setup

1) Test Environment: For the conducted experiments,
the configurations followed the two different VVC Common
Test Conditions (CTC): the JVET CTC [57] and the non-
4:2:0 CTC [58]. All test sequences belonging to the JVET
CTC test set are in the 4:2:0 chroma sampling format, whereas
the non-4:2:0 CTC specifies two 4:4:4 test sets and one
4:2:2 test set, where the latter does not include screen content
sequences as there are no relevant applications having screen
content in the 4:2:2 chroma format. Only the sequence groups
labelled as Class F and TGM (Text and Graphics with Motion)
of the 4:2:0 test set are from interests since they represent
screen content signals. On the other hand, one of the 4:4:4 test
set consists of camera-captured test sequences only and is also
not relevant for the conducted experiments. Finally, a further
classification into Y 0CBCR and R0G0B 0 content exists for the
4:4:4 screen content test set.

2) Software and Configurations: The experiments employed
the HEVC reference software implementation HM-16.21 as
a representative for an HEVC compliant encoder using the
Main 10 profile and the HM-16.21 + SCC-8.8 software pack-
age as a corresponding representative for an HEVC compliant
encoder using the Screen-Extended Main 10 profile. For VVC,
the experiments used the VVC Test Model (VTM) version 9.0
reference software implementation, and the configurations of
the coding tools for all tested encoders are according to the
specification in the corresponding CTCs. Experiments and
results presented in the following subsections are only for the
Random-Access (RA) configuration as RA represents the most
widely used application. Specifically, the RA configuration
allows for random access, enabling essential features such as
channel switching for broadcasting, limited error resiliency,
and seeking. The encoder has to transmit intra random access
point (IRAP) pictures to realize random access points within
the bitstream, and the CTCs specify the appearance of IRAP
pictures at a constant interval of about one second.

3) Evaluation: Both employed CTCs specify the usage
of a four-point Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) bit-rate calculation
(BD-rate) [59], which consequently requires four operation
points. The presented BD-rate percentage values are bit-rate
savings or overhead using the Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio

(PSNR) metric. For simplicity of interpretation, a positive
number indicates a bit-rate saving. Each encoder software
implementation encoded a single test sequence four times
using different QPs to generate the four operation points.
Specifically, the used QP values were 22, 27, 32, and 37 for
all employed encoders according to both CTCs.

B. Results for the 4:2:0 Test Set

Table I summarizes the luma BD-rate values (Luma
BDR), encoding time (EncT), and decoding time (DecT)
for VTM-9.0, representing the VVC Main 10 profile,
relative to HM-16.21, representing the HEVC Main 10
profile and HM-16.21 + SCC-8.8, representing the HEVC
Screen-Extended Main 10 profile. Specifically, VTM-9.0 oper-
ation points always served as the test candidate for the
BD-rate calculation, whereas either HM-16.21 or HM-16.21 +

SCC-8.8 operation points served as the anchor. As expected,
the bit-rate savings relative to the HEVC version 1
(Main 10 profile) are significant, with an average bit-rate
savings of about 41% for Class F and 60% for TGM. Interest-
ingly, there are still significant bit-rate savings relative to the
HEVC SCC extensions (Screen-Extended Main 10 profile),
with an average bit-rate savings of about 25% for Class F
and 19% for TGM. Although the bit-rate savings seem to
be consistent for all test sequences, different aspects may
contribute to the outcome. For example, the test sequence
BasketballDrillText of Class F consists of a small fraction
of screen content only, leading to the assumption that the
main part of the bit-rate savings is probably due to coding
tools suitable for camera-captured content in VVC. On the
other hand, the ArenaOfValor animation sequence also has a
relatively high bit-rate savings, i.e., VTM shows a significant
bit-rate savings relative to HM and SCC. The observation
is interesting as screen content coding tools usually achieve
lower compression efficiency for animation content than for
other screen content types [12].

Table II summarizes the BD-rate values for a coding tool
evaluation in VTM-9.0, i.e., an IBC and TSM+ disabled con-
figuration served as the anchor while a configuration, having
either IBC or TSM+ enabled, served as the test candidate.
Note that TSM+ stands for a configuration with TSM, TSRC,
and BDPCM enabled, where the encoder can apply TSM for
transform block sizes up to 32 × 32. The outcome shows
that both TSM+ and IBC improve the compression efficiency
at a similar performance level and that the two coding tools
are not mutually exclusive. Specifically, the configuration
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TABLE I

BD-RATE VALUES, ENCODING, AND DECODING TIMES OF VTM 9.0 RELATIVE TO HM 16.21 AND

HM-16.21 + SCC-8.8 FOR 4:2:0 SCREEN CONTENT

TABLE II

BD-RATE VALUES, ENCODING, AND DECODING TIMES OF TSM+ AND IBC IN VTM 9.0 RELATIVE TO A CONFIGURATION WITH BOTH CODING TOOLS

DISABLED FOR 4:2:0 SCREEN CONTENT

with IBC and TSM+ enabled shows a significantly higher
compression efficiency improvement than the configurations
where only a single coding tool is enabled. The outcome
of both comparisons shows significantly higher encoding and
decoding times with a high variation for the encoding time
depending on the test sequence. While the increased decoding
time is supposedly due to the more advanced architecture
of VVC, the increased encoding time is reducible when it
comes to practical encoder implementations, e.g., via a screen
content detection algorithm and executing the rate-distortion
optimization (RDO) only for the screen content coding tools.

C. Results for the 4:4:4 Test Set

Table III summarizes the BD-rate values for the 4:4:4 test
set using the way of comparison as for the results in Table I,

i.e., VTM-9.0 is the test candidate, and either HM-16.21 or
HM-16.21 + SCC-8.8 is the anchor. Note that the used
HM-16.21 configuration represents the Main 4:4:4 profile of
HEVC version 2 as there was no support for the 4:4:4 chroma
format in version 1. The observation is similar to that of
the 4:2:0 test set, i.e., VTM-9.0 provides on average about
13% bit-rate savings relative to HM-16.21 + SCC-8.8 and
53% relative to HM-16.21. Notably, one observes a relatively
significant bit-rate savings for the Animation class of about
33% for Y 0CBCR content. However, compared to a configu-
ration with all low-level screen content coding tools disabled,
one observes a bit-rate savings of about 30%, indicating that
the improved compression efficiency results from the coding
tools designed for camera-captured content. The conclusion
from that observation is that although the classification for
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TABLE III

BD-RATE VALUES, ENCODING, AND DECODING TIMES OF VTM 9.0 RELATIVE TO HM 16.21 AND

HM-16.21 + SCC-8.8 FOR 4:4:4 SCREEN CONTENT

TABLE IV

BD-RATE VALUES, ENCODING, AND DECODING TIMES OF TSM+, IBC, PALETTE, AND ACT IN VTM 9.0 RELATIVE TO A CONFIGURATION WITH THE

TOOLS DISABLED FOR 4:4:4 SCREEN CONTENT

animation content is as screen content, its signal characteristic
is presumably closer to camera-captured content statistics.

Finally, Table IV summarizes the BD-rate values for a
tool evaluation, i.e., again, a configuration without the screen
content coding tools enabled served as the anchor. On top
of disabling TSM+ and IBC, one has to disable the palette
mode and ACT for the R0G0B 0 test sequences. Note that when
enabling ACT, one has to disable the CST and not set the
maximum allowed transform size to 64 × 64. Consequently,
the anchor and all other experiments without ACT enabled
had the CST enabled without the maximum allowed transform
size restriction. The compression efficiency improvement for
TSM+, IBC, and the palette mode are in a similar range, with

a slightly higher averaged bit-rate savings for the palette mode,
followed by IBC and then TSM+. A notable outcome is the
decoding times that are lower than the configuration without
screen content coding tools enabled. The reason for that is a
shift in operation points due to more efficient representation
in RDO-sense, i.e., the bitstreams generated by the used fixed
QPs have lower bit-rates, resulting in a faster parsing in
reconstruction at the decoder side.

VI. CONCLUSION

The specification of low-level coding tools for screen con-
tent in the first VVC version enables the prospect to represent
screen content signals more efficiently than its predecessor
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HEVC. That statement remains valid even compared to the
HEVC SCC extensions that have dedicated support for screen
content signals. The outcome is thanks to the inclusion and
refinement of the HEVC SCC extensions low-level coding
tools IBC, ACT, and the palette mode into the VVC design and
the extension of the TSM coding path by TSRC and BDPCM.
Although the overall compression efficiency improvement
when enabling all low-level coding tools is slightly less than
the sum of each tool’s improvement, the outcome proves
that they are not mutually exclusive. Consequently, it also
proves that the package of screen content coding tools in
VVC is well-designed. There is a clear argument to expect that
VVC becomes the main choice for applications having fully
or partially screen content, given the compression efficiency
improvements over HEVC.
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